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Dear Inside Campaigners and Supporters
JENGbA have had a busy few months and apologies for
getting this newsletter to you later than usual. We lost a
very beloved JENGbA campaigner in March – Milica
Kastner – and her death has taken its toll on me, especially
as she was such a dear friend. I would like the opportunity
to reflect a bit on her life as she became such an ardent
activist and campaigner and she was like no other person I
have ever met. Mil came from a different walk of life to
most of us. Her Dad was one of Hollywood’s most prolific
film producers, Elliott Kastner (‘Where Eagles Dare’,
‘Missouri Breaks’ ‘When Eight Bells Toll’ ‘Angel Heart’ to
name just a few) and her Mum the Interior designer Tessa
Kennedy. Her godparents were Frank Sinatra, Grace Kelly,
Joan Collins and the Sultan of Brunei. But her dad was a
‘street’ kid born in Harlem and Mil inherited a lot of his
down to earth love for people from all walks of life. I met
her many years ago before JENGbA was founded and we
instantly bonded. Mil and most of the people in her world
naturally knew nothing about joint enterprise, but she set
about a mission on educating them. When she came to
Jimmy McGovern’s screening of Common (about joint enterprise) at BAFTA before it was aired to 4.4million viewers
on BBC1, she brought her best friend Rachel Hunter
(supermodel and ex wife of Rod Stewart) much to the
delight of Colin McKeown, Jimmy’s producer. She was
friends with the Queen’s secretary and asked her to give
Her Majesty a letter about joint enterprise which she did
and we got a response though not about JE! Mil and her
daughter Sofia came on the marches, fundraisers and protests, and she befriended lots of the mums and sisters and
ex-prisoners, often allowing them to stay in her Hyde Park
flat if there was an important event in London like an
appeal. She came on prison visits with me and as we all
know there is nothing like first-hand experience of a visit to
realise what prisons are really like. Mil was helping Anton
Califano—a filmmaker who has been documenting
JENGbA’s campaign journey for the last 9 years – with her
contacts in the film business. His documentary “Killing the
Law” is one to watch out for. If you saw the BBC interview
with John Crilly and Clive Coleman regarding his heroism
at Fishmongers Hall and London Bridge, that was in Mil’s
flat and garden. She was diagnosed with cancer of the
liver, lung and colon in 2018, all stage 4, beating the odds
and getting the better of them even when it spread to her
brain. The cancer that finally took her from us was sar-
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coma in her lungs which was inoperable. The funeral was in
strict lock down regime so those that could went to the church
and threw roses at the hearse as it was driven away but her
fight, spirit and love will be something I will carry with me till my
turn comes.

Rest in Power our dear friend Milica Kastner
19th January 1972—14th March 2021
We have lost campaigners before and always try to attend
funerals and mention them in the newsletter. But when I told
my son Mil had cancer he told me a story of a good friend who
was diagnosed with cancer early on in his sentence. His friend
told him not to be sad but to use the time they had left to make
new memories. But I am mindful of how many of you will have
suffered bereavement and not been able to say goodbye
because Prison is a cruel mistress. If you are not allowed to
attend a funeral of a loved one who has supported your
innocence please let us know and we will try to get JENGbA
attendees there to represent you.
It has recently come to our attention that foreign nationals are
being given deportation notices, particularly from Eastern European countries but probably lots of other territories too such is
the hostile nature of the home office. These notices are being
served before the sentences are expired so that they have to
serve the final years in their country of origin. This can mean as
in a case of one JE Polish brother being sent back being told he
would have to serve 5 extra years. This is because those
Countries’ authorities do not look at the conviction, and would
not recognise joint enterprise because they are too civilised to
use such a barbaric law, they look at sentencing. And if it is for

murder, which majority will be – the extra punishment will be
probably about disgracing your home country. We need to
know if you are being served with deportation documents
regardless of which country this is. We want to contact
embassies and set up meetings with those in charge of
criminal justice in these countries to explain JE to them. We
will also write to the Governor of these overseas prisons to
educate them on joint enterprise charging of secondary
parties and let them know of this abuse of process to get
convictions, and ask them to reduce the sentence. So
please get a loved one to contact us by email or write to us
yourselves. We will acknowledge your letter with the letter
we will send to your Embassy.
The All Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Miscarriages of
Justice delivered their report on the CCRC last month
(reported in Inside Time) and held an online debate on April
13th. JENGbA made representations to that inquiry. It is a
good report and we are sending in copies to Inside
Campaigners we know follow the political developments of
criminal injustice system. But if you would like a copy let us
know. Below is excerpts from the debate:
Chair APPG Miscarriage of Justice, Barry Sheerman:
The commission has now published a report, which
Lord Garnier and Baroness Stern gave the title, “In the
Interests of Justice—An inquiry into the Criminal Cases
Review Commission”. I want to briefly mention what we
think the problems are. One is known as “the real possibility test”. We believe that the predictive nature of the
real possibility test encourages the CCRC to be too deferential to the Court of Appeal. It seems to act as a
brake on the CCRC’s freedom of decision and we believe that needs reform. We urge the Government to take
that recommendation seriously.
The Parliamentary Secretary of state for Justice, Alex Chalk:
As the hon. Gentleman rightly pointed out in his opening remarks, miscarriages of justice have terrible consequences for all those involved. He highlighted defendants, and their families and friends, and he was right to
do so. He might also have added the impact on victims,
because for a victim to go through a criminal justice
process, only to find out that the wrong person has
been convicted, is a cruel blow indeed. I pay tribute to
the hon. Gentleman for fighting this fight, for railing
against injustice and for shining a light on the risk of
miscarriages of justice. We are proud, as I think he is, of
the work of the independent CCRC, which, on its establishment in 1997, was the world’s first statutory publicly
funded body set up to review alleged miscarriages of
justice.
He is obviously deluded if he thinks the CCRC are independent – we have too many JE cases being rejected, especially

those like Alex Henry and Steve Kidd who have fresh medical
evidence. They think their medical expertise superior to that of the
actual medical experts who have given evidence in defence of
innocence. If you have had a rejection from the CCRC, more than
likely you threw it in the bin but if you still have a copy please send
it to us. Or just let us know your experience with them so we can
be informed at our next meeting with them. Joint Enterprise and
the ‘substantial injustice’ test was heavily criticised by the APPG
as easily leading to WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS which we all
know. All the knockbacks since R v Jogee in 2016, and there
have been many, means that the Court of Appeal is as equally
not fit for purpose as the CCRC as they are deliberately denying
true justice for wrongful JE convictions for fear of the ‘floodgates’.
So the next stage of our campaign is to BEMORELIKEMIL, the
most connected, determined and courageous woman I have ever
met. JENGbA need to set about a marketing campaign so that
every MP, Judge, and citizen in the UK knows about us. We have
come a long way but we are naturally not very good at bigging
ourselves up – but this is now imperative to get change and
justice. This is going to involve getting
T.shirts made and worn by social influencers so that Instagram is awash with our
message. Getting more people wearing
our bangles—ask family members to ask
to be sent some and promote. We are
going to get new posters made that can
be put up in public spaces, take photos and post on social media.
The Craigavon 2 (northern Irish JE case) have a poster campaign
that is constantly popping up in Ireland so the idea comes from
them. But crucially our families like to be active. We have not
been able to march or meet for over a year and we have had to
learn how to utilise social media better. But we must push harder.
The Private Members Bill (to get rid of substantial injustice) is
going to be launched on Magna Carta day June 15 th and hopefully
we will get some press support for that. Please write to your MP
with template letter (supplied on the back page) if necessary or
write you own one and do invite them to use parliamentary privilege to come see you. This next step is as much down to you and
your supporters as it us who live and breathe JENGbA all the
time.
As I have said many times the powers that be (legal establishment) will continue to ignore us until we the people, they are
incumbent to, demand change because they will have to accept
we have been right all along. NO JUSTICE NO PEACE.
Glo
Gloria Morrison
Campaign (bemorelikeMil) Co-ordinator

Don’t forget, at the end of this newsletter is a letter which
you can send to your MP, it is self explanatory. With a bit
of luck you can tear off the bottom of the page and use the
printed letter, just fill in the missing bits! It is really important that we get MPs involved. The sooner the better,
so send it now!

Hello, all JENGbA GROUP who are incarcerated at this
time, those who are not part of JENGbA who are
innocent and more so those who were convicted under
Joint Enterprise.
My name is Tim, I was one of the first in an exceptionally
long time to be convicted of Joint Enterprise, along with
the Philip English/Powell case. I was convicted of a Joint
enterprise to murder with an Unknown in 1995.



I AM NOT TELLING ANY OF YOU TO DO THE
FOLLOWING. I would not do any offending behaviour
courses, I did many other courses but not those that
constituted guilt…if you are truly innocent, to do a
course for an offence you did not commit rings alarm
bells, probation/psychology will have a field day with
you…so will the parole board.



After six parole hearings and going over tariff by three
years, I was released to quote the parole board…….
…I was consistent over all the years I fought to prove
my innocence while inside, I got to D-cat with 4 years
left on my Tariff, I worked in a ware house, I got to
university (while in D-cat) I became an ambassador
for the university, I won awards from the Hardman
Trust, I raised money for Charities.



This may all sound sweet and easy; it was not, I had
to fight for much. I had nickings, adjudications, ended
up down the block and broke some rules, was grounded on a few occasions, I am far from perfect, but I am
only human. But continued to be me. I was not a
threat to life or anyone, I posed no risk, how could I be
when I am an innocent man? how can I do a course
for an offence I did not commit? How can I show
remorse for something I did not do?



It’s all about being true to yourself, and honest with
yourself, then you will have the strength to endure,
because only you know in your own Mind, what you
did or did not do and that you are truly innocent

To this day the Police have still not apprehended the
man who killed my friend. Key witnesses know it was not
me and told the police it was a White man. FACT, I am
Black and I got convicted on Circumstantial Evidence.
I write this summary as a way of giving some support
and hopefully some positivity and inspiration to you all,
to remain strong, and for you not to let your mind be incarcerated, I know its easy for me to say these things. I
had my low moments while I was incarcerated, but I was
determined to remain as much as I could in control of
me, my life, my personality within this environment…
Prison.
I feel for you all…I have not been as active on JENGbA
for a while. All work and family matters and working on
my case from time to time. Only you know your case
better than anyone else, not your Solicitor, not your
Barrister, not your family, so it is up to you to verbally or
in written form to advise them in you quest to prove your
innocence…take what control you can with the help of
the aforementioned.
For those of you who know me, it is never too late nor is
it over. I cannot tell you what to do...but I can give a few
pointers of how I got through my 15 years and how parents I know have coped...which may help you.
I apologise in advance if I offend anyone with what I
write, because we are all individuals, and we are all
genetically different in mind set (we do not all have the
same mother and fathers) and the environments we
were born have wired us to some degree, to be US,
hence we all handle life and things in our life differently.
While incarcerated, you have to keep living and be real
and honest to yourself.
Pace yourselves as you fight to prove your innocence
and in doing so free your loved ones who suffer in their
own way.
I know it is not easy...but for those innocent women and
men doing time under Joint Enterprise please try NOT to
become a product of the system or become ruled by
peer pressure.
Use the system to your benefit and try to keep as much
as possible normal as when you were free. Try to dictate
what you do within the prison’s rules. Do not become a
robot, or a product of the system/ a vegetable.... sorry if
this sounds a bit too easy or unrealistic ...we are all different and have choices...it is also quite easy to become
a product of the system.

Your family have to get through each day, you have to
take some responsibility for you as to not pressurise your
family. They are suffering as you are as an innocent man
or woman.
You have to be a little selfish, and look after you. Trust
few, I studied as much as I could, I studied law, I played
Rugby, and Football, went to the gym (but did not become
a Gym Junky) there is more to life than muscle.
26 years on I am still trying to prove my innocence
although I have my freedom with this still hanging over
me.
If I can be of help to anyone in helping you get their loved
ones and yourselves through this time ...I will ...just txt/
email or call me via JENGbA or directly. It is good to talk.
Love, Peace, Strength, Positivity and believe in you, no
one else, stay focused, study, keep fit and do not lose you
with the four walls that you find yourself, do what you can
to keep your mind, outside as well as handling inside…
nothing lasts forever, forever never comes, there is no
tomorrow, it’s another day, nothing stands still forever…
believe in yourself, you are all worth it, you too support
your families the best way you think you know how.
Kind regard to ALL, Tim

Name:

Prison No:

Prison address:

Date:
Dear
I am a serving prisoner at the above address and as my MP I would like to make you aware of The All-Party Parliamentary
Group (APPG) on Miscarriages of Justice who delivered their report on the CCRC (Criminal Case Review Commission)
last month (reported in Inside Time) and held an online debate on 13th April 2021. JENGbA (Joint Enterprise Not Guilty by
Association (www.jointenterprise.co)) the campaign organisation that supports me, made representations to that inquiry. It
is a good report and I urge you to read it so that you can forward me your opinion, as well as letting me know how you will
approach supporting the implementation of recommendations made. Below are excerpts from the debate:
Chair APPG Miscarriage of Justice, Barry Sheerman MP
The commission has now published a report, which Lord Garnier and Baroness Stern gave the title, “In the Interests of
Justice—An inquiry into the Criminal Cases Review Commission”. I want to briefly mention what we think the problems
are. One is known as “the real possibility test”. We believe that the predictive nature of the real possibility test encourages
the CCRC to be too deferential to the Court of Appeal. It seems to act as a brake on the CCRC’s freedom of decision and
we believe that needs reform. We urge the Government to take that recommendation seriously.
The Parliamentary Secretary of State for Justice, Alex Chalk MP
As the hon. Gentleman rightly pointed out in his opening remarks, miscarriages of justice have terrible consequences for all
those involved. He highlighted defendants, and their families and friends, and he was right to do so. He might also have
added the impact on victims, because for a victim to go through a criminal justice process, only to find out that the wrong
person has been convicted, is a cruel blow indeed. I pay tribute to the hon. Gentleman for fighting this fight, for railing
against injustice and for shining a light on the risk of miscarriages of justice. We are proud, as I think he is, of the work of
the independent CCRC, which, on its establishment in 1997, was the world’s first statutory publicly funded body set up to
review alleged miscarriages of justice.
Joint Enterprise and the ‘substantial injustice’ test is heavily criticised by the APPG as easily leading to and the continuation
of wrongful convictions, of which I am one. Now that you have received my letter, I would like to invite you to come and
visit me, I believe other MP’s have already done this so I know it is a possibility. I would also like you to contact JENGbA.
We can talk about joint enterprise, the JENGbA campaign and how as an MP you can work towards creating a fairer justice
system that is free of racism, injustice and the harrowing consequences that a wrongful conviction causes.
Yours sincerely

Contact Us
Write to us at:
JENGbA, Axis Community Hub. Office A, Norland House, 9 Queensland Crescent
LONDON W11 4TL
New!! OFFICE: 0203 582 6444
07709 115793 or 07725 727520

Visit us on the web at www.jointenterprise.co
Email: jointenterpriseinfo@gmail.com

The office phone has now been fixed
so do add to your pin if you wish.
Any diversion will be landline cost

